Outer Suburban/Interface
Services and Development Committee
Parliament House, Spring St,
Melbourne, VIC 3002
Dear Committee,
Please find the following submission with respect to the Parliamentary, Legislative Council
regarding their inquiry into the Impact of the State Government’s decision to change the Urban
Growth Boundary (UGB).
The State Government’s proposal to make changes to the current UGB will have a significant
impact on the environmental, social and economical lifestyle presently enjoyed by those that
choose to call Melbourne home.
Melbourne is currently hailed as “The Most Liveable City”. It offers significant parklands and most
of all easy access to “Country Style - City living” on it’s fringe.
In consideration of the proposed changes the Government did not allow a sufficient exhibition
timeframe and the community have not been able to fully engage in a comprehensive consultation
program. The process seemed to be flawed and supporting information was often delayed or
incomplete.
If adopted, the proposed changes to the UGB will create a number of anomalies these will affect the
future direction of the township Diggers Rest. Diggers Rest should be contained within a unique
UGB specific to Diggers Rest like the neighbouring townships of Bulla and Toolern Vale and not
contained within the enlarged expansion of the Sunbury UGB. This would be inconsistent with
Melbourne 2030 and promote unwanted urban sprawl. It is important to integrate the new growth in
partnership with the existing communities.
In November 2008, the Minister for Planning in a letter of response stated that “There are no plans
to review the UGB at this time” (attachment 1). However, in the following month the Minister for
Planning announced the Melbourne @ 5 Million planning update. The areas of investigation seem
to encompass land affected by significant overlay/s (MAEO & GWZ) and now favour large scale
development.
The new policy boasts more jobs closer to home, however the policy does not indicate how this is
sustained or what will entice employers to set up shop near or within a residential precinct.
Much of the policy making has been done without public consultation or public submission and
done so under what is referred to as “specific criteria or guidelines”.

Yours faithfully,

David O’Connor
P.O. Box 4
Diggers Rest
Victoria 3427
October 12th 2009

